
Explore the old pottery with our trail
The Leach Pottery was built in 1920 by Bernard Leach and his Japanese friend Shoji Hamada. 
Over the next 60 years it became one of the most respected and influential studio potteries in 
the world. Now it is a museum, a gallery and a working pottery.

1 Entrance Gallery
In the cabinet on the left you will see work by 
Bernard Leach and other potters such as his 
wife Janet Leach, son David Leach, and 
William Marshall, his first apprentice.

Add your own motifs to this bottle

Many of the pots on display are decorated with 
carving or brushwork.
Can you spot these motifs:

Willow tree

Oak leaf

Dragonfly

Pilgrim

Hare

Bamboo

2 Clay Room
This is where the clay and 
glaze materials were 
prepared and stored. 

Can you see the large clay 
mixers and pug mill?

3 Glazing area
Look at all the pottery tools on the bench. How 
many do you think could have been used for 
pouring glaze? 

................................................................

4 Fireplace

Bernard Leach sat 

and discussed 

ideas with his 

apprentice 

potters by 

this fireplace.

Can you find

the owl plate?

Try drawing it here: 



6 Kiln room

The Climbing kiln was built in 1923 and was the first of this kind in the 
western world. 

How many chambers does it have?  ..................................................  

Estimate how many mugs could be fired in each chamber?  ................... 

Draw the climbing kiln in this space.

8 Production Studio

    and Gallery

Peek through the 
glass doors to see our 
team of highly skilled 
potters working 
with clay. 

You can look at the 
pots they have made 
alongside work by 
other ceramic artists 
in our gallery/shop.

7 Cube Gallery

On display here are special changing 
exhibitions. Which exhibition are you 
seeing today?

..........................................................

..........................................................

Look through the exhibition then choose 
one item to study carefully. What shape is 
it? How would you describe the texture?  
Where does the light reflect on it? What 
kinds of colours can you see?

5 Wheel room

This where the potters made pots by 
throwing on the potters’ wheels.
 
How many potters’ wheels can you 
see?         

..................................................

Why do you think they are called 
‘kick wheels’? 

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

When you have finished, please take your trail to the reception desk or shop to get a Leach sticker & pencil




